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Abstract
Community partition is an important problem in many areas such as biology
network, social network. The objective of this problem is to analyse the rela-
tionships among data via the network topology. In this paper, we consider the
community partition problem under IC model in social networks. We formulate
the problem as a combinatorial optimization problem which aims at partitioning
a given social network into disjoint M communities. The objective is to maxi-
mize the sum of influence propagation of a social network through maximizing it
within each community. The existing work shows the influence maximization for
community partition problem (IMCPP) to be NP hard. We first prove that the
objective function of IMCPP under IC model is neither submodular nor super-
modular. Then both supermodular upper bound and submodular lower bound
are constructed and proved so that the sandwich framework can be applied.
A continuous greedy algorithm and a discrete implementation are designed for
upper bound and lower bound problems and the algorithm for both of the two
problems gets a 1 − 1/e approximation ratio. We also devise a simply greedy
to solve the original objective function and apply the sandwich approximation
framework to it to guarantee a data dependent approximation factor. Finally,
our algorithms are evaluated on two real data sets, which clearly verifies the
effectiveness of our method in community partition problem, as well as the
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advantage of our method against the other methods.
Keywords: Community Partition, Influence Maximization, Sandwich
Approximation Framework, Social Networks
1. Introduction
In recent years, community detection has been intensively investigated in
complex networks like social, biological and technological networks. A com-
munity is a group where nodes are interconnected densely and connected to
the nodes outside the community sparsely[1, 2]. Community can help us com-
press the complex huge network to a smaller network in which we can focus on
solving problems in community level instead of node level. In social networks,
community detection has a wide range of applications which facilitate the so-
cial computing tasks. For instance, community detection can help us under-
stand user relationship and improve social recommendation, we can recommend
customers products more efficiently since people in the same community have
similar interest, which can improve the transaction success rate; community de-
tection can also apply to friend recommendation based on that people in the
same community have similar social circles, which can improve recommendation
accuracy.
In social network, influence diffusion is an important topic and its main
purpose is to find an effective and efficient way to propagate information through
a social network. kempe et al.[3] first model this problem as how to find an
influential subset of seed users to maximize the spread of influence, which is
named as influence maximization (IM) problem. They prove that this problem is
NP-hard and propose a greedy algorithm to solve this problem. They also study
the submodularity of this problem prove that their solution has a performance
guarantee of (1 − 1/e − ). In [3], two classical influence propagation models:
linear threshold (LT) model and independent cascade (IC) mode are proposed.
In the LT model, a node will be influenced when his active neighbours have
reached a certain threshold, while in IC model, each seed node has a certain
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probability to influence his inactive neighbours. In this paper, we study the
influence-based community detection problem in IC model.
Various community detection algorithms from different applications of spe-
cific needs have been proposed in social networks. Most of these approaches
are concentrated on the network topological structure based on various criteria
including density-based[4, 5], modularity-based[6], betweenness[7], normalized
cut[8]. But few works do influence-based community partition which aims at
the influence propagation in social networks. Moreover, most of the existing
influence-based community partition algorithms are heuristic, which have no
theoretical guarantee. In this work, we investigate the community partition
problem in social networks with sandwich theory and obtain a valid approxima-
tion guarantee for our problem.
We summarize the main contributions in this paper as follows:
• We develop a new influence-based community partition method under the
IC model. First we formulate the community partition problem (IMCPP)
as partitioning a social network to M disjoint communities and the goal
is to maximize the influence propagation within each community.
• We prove the objective function of IMCPP is NP-hard, but not submod-
ular and not supermodular.
• We get a supermodular upper bound and submodular lower bound for our
IMCPP problem, and use the Lova´sz extension theory to relax the upper
bound function and the multilinear extension to relax the lower bound
function, we introduce a partition matroid to the domain of the relaxed
problems.
• We propose a continuous greedy algorithms and a discrete implementation
method to solve the upper bound and lower bound problems respectively.
• We analyse the performance guarantee for the continuous greedy algo-
rithms, and get approximation ratio 1 − 1/e for both the proposed algo-
rithms.
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• A simple greedy algorithm is proposed to solve the original IMCPP and
a sandwich approximation framework is applied, which guarantee a data
dependent approximation factor.
• We numerically validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on
real-world online social networks datasets.
The result of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we begin by
recalling some existing work. We introduce the network model and problem
description in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyse the properties of the objective
function for IMCPP, and construct a supermodular upper bound and a submod-
ular lower bound for objective function. In Section 5, we propose algorithms to
solve the upper bound and lower bound problems and get approximation guar-
antees for both of them, In Section 6, a simple greedy algorithm is presented
to solve the original problem, then the sandwich approximation framework is
applied to get a theoretical guarantee for the objective function. We also give
theoretical proof for the sandwich approximation algorithm and get a theoreti-
cal guarantee, and in Section 7 the simulation results is presented, while finally,
the conclusion is presented in Section 8.
2. Related Work
Community are also called group, cluster, cobesive subgroup or module in
different contexts. As finding out communities is very useful in related social
computing tasks, a number of approaches have been proposed in the past. These
approaches can be summarized into four main categories: node-centric, group-
centric, network-centric, hierarchy-centric. Lets introduce these methods and
their related work. 1. Node-centric. Node centrality is to recognize which nodes
are important among a large number of connected nodes and it provides some
measures which define the importance of nodes. There are four classical and
commonly used evaluation standards: (1). Degree centrality. The number of
nodes adjacent to it determine the importance of a node. N. Gupta et al.[9]
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propose an immunization strategy which with the aid of the degree centrality to
measure the local influence of a node, then it can get a global result as it ranks
the degree of all the nodes in the network. (2). Closeness centrality. It mea-
sures how close a node is to all the other nodes in the network by the geodesic
distance of a node to all other nodes. A node can reach the remaining nodes
more fast than other nodes is called the central node. M.K. Tarkowski et al.[10]
consider the importance to measure the centrality of a bus stop since a bus stops
(nodes) may belong to more than one bus line which often overlap. They build
the first extension of closeness centrality to the network which has a community
structure. They also propose a novel game theory solution which related to
four game -theoretic variants of closeness centrality. (3). Eigenvector central-
ity. It measures the importance of a node by the importance of his friend. M.
Ditsworth et al.[11] propose a community detection method which leverage the
relationship between eigenvector centrality and Katz centrality. (4). Between-
ness centrality. It measures the betweenness centrality of a node by counting
the number of shortest paths in a network that will pass the node. High be-
tweenness nodes is very important in network communication. A. Bhandari et
al.[12] present a algorithm to compute the betweenness centrality of a node by
detecting the community in the network. The algorithm dynamically update
the node’ centrality when any node or edge is added to network or deleted from
network. 2. Group-centric. The group-centric criterion regards the connection
within a group as a whole. Density-based group is based on this criterion. K.
Yao et al.[13] present a Density-based Geo-Community Detection (DGCD) al-
gorithm to identify groups of people who have high social and spatial density in
geo-social networks. 3. Network-centric. The network-centric community detec-
tion method partition the network into several disjoint sub-networks based on
the global topology of the network. Two representative and most used methods
based on the network-centric are spectral clustering and modularity maximiza-
tion. Spectural clustering [14] is derived from graph partition problem which
aims to find out a minimal cut partition. L. Stephan et al.[15] study a random
graph drawn problem with the stochastic block model which the nodes are par-
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titioned into communities and edges are placed randomly and independently of
one another. The placement probability of edges are determined by the commu-
nities that the two endpoints belong to. They introduce a new spectral method
based on the distance matrix to recover the labels of communities which has
better performance than random guess. Modularity is proposed by Newman
et al. [16], it is used to measure the strength of a community partition for a
network with the consideration of nodes’ degree distribution. J. Zhang et al.[17]
study the community detection problem in the stochastic block model (SBM)
or the degree-correlated SBM assumption and propose a modularity maximiza-
tion problem which is sparse and low-rank completely positive relaxation. 4.
Hierarchy-centric. Hierarchy-centric community detection constructs a hierar-
chical structure of communities based on network topology. T. Li et al.[18]
consider that construct a framework based on recursive bi-partitioning for hi-
erarchical community detection. V. Lyzinski et al.[19] focus on a hierarchical
version of the classical stochastic block model which is commonly used to model
community structure. Their goal is to get the finer-grained structure at each
level of the hierarchy, which is performing a “top down” decomposition actually.
In recent years, there have been some new community partition strategy,
such as traditional method combined with deep learning technology. L. Yang
et al.[20] present a nonlinear reconstruction algorithm for community detection
by taking advantage of deep neural networks.
In social networks, as influence propagation is an important issue, there
are some influence-based community detection. N. Alduaiji et al.[21] consider
that identifying active and influential communities which have influential users
by dynamic weighted graphing, then predicting their future activities. They
identify users with frequent interactions, then further determine the influence to
their neighbours. A. Bozorgi et al.[22] propose a Decidable Competitive Model
to address the competitive influence maximization problem. They exploit the
structure of community to calculate the influence propagation of each node
within its own community to find the influential nodes. At last, they aim to
select minimum number of seed users to achieve a higher influence spread than
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nodes selected by other competitors.
3. Network Model and Problem Formulation
3.1. The Network Model
A social network is modelled as a directed graph G = (V,E), where each
vertex v in V is a user, and each edge e = (u, v) in E is the social relationship
between user u and v. Let N−(v) and N+(v) denote the sets of incoming
neighbours and outgoing neighbours of node v, respectively. Each edge e =
(u, v) ∈ E in the graph is associated with an activation probability puv ∈ [0, 1],
which means each node v ∈ V is influenced by its active incoming neighbours
N−(v) with probability puv. In IC model, the information diffusion process can
be described in discrete steps: each node v that is activated first in round t− 1
will have only one chance to activate its inactive outgoing neighbours in N+(v)
in round t. All nodes that are active in step t − 1 will still active in step t.
The propagation process ends until there is no new node being activated in this
round.
In LT model, each edge (u, v) ∈ E is associated with a weight buv, each node
v ∈ V is influenced by its incoming neighbours u satisfies ∑u∈N−(v) buv ≤ 1.
In addition, each node v ∈ V is related with a threshold θv which is uniformly
distributed in the interval [0, 1]. The information diffusion process is: all nodes
that are active in step t − 1 will still active in step t. An inactive node v will
be active if the total weight of its incoming neighbours that are active is larger
than or equal to θv, i.e.
∑
u∈N−(v) buv ≥ θv. The propagation process ends until
there is no new node being activated.
3.2. Problem Formulation
Assume that there are m communities M = {1, 2, · · · ,m}, we allocate a
community identifier sj ∈ M = {1, 2, ...,m} for each node j, and so all the
nodes in the same community have the same community identifier, i.e. Si =
{j ∈ V |sj = i} represents the node set in community Si, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m. For a
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node pair i ∈ Sk and j ∈ Sk in the same community Sk, we use pSk(i, j) ∈ [0, 1]
to denote the influence probability from node i to j within community Sk. For
a community Sk and a node i ∈ Sk, we use σSk(i) =
∑
j∈{Sk\i} pSk(i, j) to
denote the influence propagation of node i within community Sk. Assume there
is a non-empty subset D ∈ Sk, the sum influence propagation of all nodes in
D within community Sk is denoted by σSk(D) =
∑
i∈D σSk(i). In the rest of
the paper, we replace σY (Y ) with σ(Y ) to denote the influence propagation
of community Y for simplicity. So we denote the total influence propagation
within communities in the social networks after partitioning to m communities
as
∑m
k=1 σ(Sk).
Next, let’s describe the community partition problem under IC model we
want to solve as follows:
Influence Maximization for Community Partition Problem (IM-
CPP): Given a graph G(V,E) as a social network and its information diffu-
sion is under IC model. We partition the social network into m disjoint sets
{S1, S2, . . . , Sm}, then the constraints are: (1) ∪mk=1(Sk) = V ; (2) ∀i 6= j, Si ∩ Sj
= ∅. Our goal is to maximize the influence propagation function:
max f(S1, S2, . . . , Sm) =
m∑
k=1
σ(Sk)
Z. Lu et al. [23] proved that the maximum K-community partition problem
is NP-hard under IC model. Our IMCPP can be reduced to the maximum
K-community partition problem, so the IMCPP is also NP-hard.
4. Upper Bound and Lower Bound
4.1. Property of Influence Propagation Function f
In this section, we discuss the properties of the objective function f for
IMCPP. We need to know the submodularity and supermodularity of a set
function before we introduce the property of f . Let X with |X| = n be a
ground set. A set function on X is a function h: 2X → R. A set function
h: 2X → R is submodular if for any A ⊆ B ⊆ X and u ∈ X\B, we have
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h(A∪{u})−h(A) ≥ h(B∪{u})−h(B). There is another equivalent definition for
submodularity, that is h(A∩B)−h(A∪B) ≤ h(A)+h(B). For supermodularity,
the inequality is reversed to submodularity.
We found that the influence propagation function f does not satisfy the
supermodularity and submodularity, which is shown as follows.
Lemma 1. The influence propagation function f for the community partition
problem is neither supermodular nor submodualr under the IC model.
Proof. We give two counterexamples to prove that f is neither supermodular
nor submodualr under the IC model. In figure 1, the numbers on the edges
are influence probabilities. First, we consider two communities: community
A = {1, 2, 3, 5} and community B = {1, 2, 5}, so community B is the subset of
A. When we add node 4 to community A and B, respectively, we can calcu-
late the marginal gain the two communities can obtain. σ(A ∪ {4}) − σ(A) =
5.375 − 3.75 = 1.625, σ(B ∪ {4}) − σ(B) = 3.75 − 2 = 1.75. Therefore,
σ(A∪{4})−σ(A)<σ(B ∪{4})−σ(B) which shows that the influence propaga-
tion function σ(·) within each community is not supermodular under IC model.
As f(S1, S2, . . . , Sm) =
∑m
i=1 σ(Si) is the sum of influence propagation of each
community, then f is also not supermodular under IC model.
Next, we consider the second counterexample to prove that f is not sub-
modualr under the IC model. Let community C = {1, 2, 3, 4} and community
D = {1, 3, 4}. Then we add node 5 to community C and D, respectively. We
have σ(C∪{5})−σ(C) = 5.375−3 = 2.375, σ(D∪{5})−σ(D) = 3.75−2 = 1.75
by computing directly. Therefore, σ(C ∪{5})−σ(C)>σ(D∪{5})−σ(D), since
community D is a subset of C, which implies σ(·) is not submodular in the
IC model. So we prove that the sum influence propagation function f in a so-
cial network for the community partition problem under IC model is also not
submodular.
From above, we find that IMCPP is not submodular or supermodular in IC
model unfortunately, we cannot adopt the standard procedure for optimizing
a submodular or a supermodular function to get the approximation solution.
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Figure 1: An counter example in IC model
There are no general methods to solve this nonsubmodular problem, Lu et al.
[24] provide us with a sandwich algorithm which can gain a data dependent
solution. The point of sandwich method is to find an upper bound and a lower
bound for the objective problem.
4.2. Upper Bound
First, we construct an upper bound for the objective function f , and prove
it is monotone and supermodular. For each edge (u, v) ∈ E, we assume the
propagation probability puv in IC model is equal to the edge weight buv in LT
model, and for each node v ∈ V , it satisfies ∑u∈N−(v) puv ≤ 1.
Theorem 1. The influence propagation function f¯ in LT model is an upper
bound for the influence function f in IC model.
Proof. We need to prove that the influence propagation within each community
in LT model is larger than that in IC model, i.e., σ(Sk)LT ≥ σ(Sk).
We compare the influence propagation under IC and LT models in two dif-
ferent cases: 1. When the path from node v0 to vn is a n hop single path,
the propagation probability from v0 to vn is the same under IC and LT model,
we give an example in Fig.2, pSk(v0, vn) =
∏n
i=1 pvi−1vi ; 2. When there are
more branches in some hops, we also give a tiny example in Fig.3 to calcu-
late the influence propagation probability from node u to v. In IC model,
pSk(u, v) = 1−
∏l
i=1(1−puv1ipv1iv); in LT model, pSk(u, v)LT =
∑l
i=1 puv1ipv1iv.
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Then we can prove inequation 1−∏li=1(1−puv1ipv1iv) ≤∑li=1 puv1ipv1iv by
induction. When l = 2, it is obvious that 1− (1− puv11pv11v)(1− puv12pv12v) =
puv11pv11v + puv12pv12v − (puv11pv11v)× (puv12pv12v) ≤ puv11pv11v + puv12pv12v as
puv1i ∈ [0, 1] and pv1iv ∈ [0, 1], puv1ipv1iv ∈ [0, 1] in IC and LT model. We
assume that when l = n, this equation is true, i.e. 1 −∏ni=1(1 − puv1ipv1iv) ≤∑n
i=1 puv1ipv1iv. When l = n+1, we get 1−
∏n+1
i=1 (1−puv1ipv1iv) = 1−
∏n
i=1(1−
puv1ipv1iv)(1−puv1(n+1)pv1(n+1)v) = 1−
∏n
i=1(1−puv1ipv1iv)+
∏n
i=1(1−puv1ipv1iv)
(puv1(n+1)pv1(n+1)v) ≤
∑n
i=1 puv1ipv1iv + (puv1(n+1)pv1(n+1)v) =
∑n+1
i=1
(puv1ipv1iv), the last inequation is because
∏n
i=1(1−puv1ipv1iv)(puv1(n+1)pv1(n+1)v
) ≤ (puv1(n+1) pv1(n+1)v) since
∏n
i=1(1 − puv1ipv1iv) ∈ [0, 1]. So pSk(u, v)LT ≥
pSk(u, v) is established when l ≥ 2.
In a community, the path from node u to v is either a single path or a
multi-branched path, there are two cases mentioned above in the calculation
of influence propagation probability. What is said above implies an important
conclusion that the influence propagation probability from any node u to v in
a community Sk: pSk(u, v)LT ≥ pSk(u, v). Based on this conclusion, we can
further get that σSk(u)LT ≥ σSk(u) as σSk(u) =
∑
v∈{Sk\u} pSk(u, v), σ(Sk) =∑
u∈Sk σSk(u). Then we have that f¯ ≥ f as f =
∑m
k=1 σ(Sk), which proves
that the influence propagation function f¯ in LT model is an upper bound for
the influence function f in IC model.
Figure 2: Single path Figure 3: Multiple paths
Then, we know that the upper bound function f¯ , under LT model, is mono-
tone and supermodular, which is shown as following theorem, that is
Theorem 2 ([25]). The upper bound function f¯ , under LT model, for the ob-
jective function of IMCPP is monotone and supermodular.
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4.3. Lower Bound
Next, we will formulate a lower bound for IMCPP. The main idea of con-
structing the lower bound is to approximate the actual expected influence within
a community. We use the Maximum Influence Arborescence (MIA) model which
is proposed by Chen et al. in [26] to simplify the IC model. The influence prop-
agation from node u to v is effectively approximated by the Maximum Influence
Path (MIP) which is the maximum influence probability path among all the
possible paths from node u to v. Given a path P = (v1, v2, · · · , vm), we define
its propagation probability as pp(P ) =
∏m−1
i=1 pvivi+1 . Within a community Sk,
the maximum influence path from u to v can be defined as MIPSk(u, v) =
arg max
P
pp(P ). MIA creates a maximum influence in-arborescence (MIIA),
which is a directed tree constructed by the union of the maximum influence
path, MIIA(v,θ) denotes the union of each MIP to node v with the influence
probability at least θ. Within a community Sk, that is
MIIASk(v, θ) =
⋃
u∈Sk,pp(MIPSk (u,v))≥θ
MIPSk(u, v)
Symmetrically, maximum influence out-arborescence(MIOA) is used to es-
timate the influence of v to other nodes. MIOA(v,θ) eliminates paths that the
influence probabilities of v to u are less than θ. The ties are be broken in MIPs
consistently, so MIIA(v, θ) is an arborescence which does not have directed cy-
cles. Then we define the influence probability of a node v in community Sk as
follows, that is
Definition 1. Given a seed set B ∈ Sk, the influence probability of a node v
within a community Sk in MIIASk(v, θ) is denoted by ap(v,B,MIIASk(v, θ)) =
1−∏u∈Nin(v)(1− ap(u,B,MIIASk(v, θ)) · puv), where N in(v) is the set of in-
neighbors of v in MIIASk(v, θ).
Here, ap(v,B,MIIASk(v, θ)) is the influence probability that node v ∈ Sk
receives from seed nodes B within community Sk. In IMCPP problem, all
the nodes are seed nodes separately, so v ∈ Sk is influenced by all the other
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nodes Sk\v in community Sk. The total influence propagation of node i within
community Sk in MIA model can be calculated as
σMSk(i) =
∑
v∈Sk\i
ap(v, {i},MIIASk(v, θ))
where i ∈ Sk. The total influence propagation of all nodes in community Sk is
σMSk(Sk) =
∑
i∈Sk σ
M
Sk
(i). We simplify the influence probability in a community
under MIA model as σM (·). As we ignore other paths except the maximum
influence path, the total influence propagation f =
∑m
k=1 σ
M (Sk) in MIA model
satisfies f ≤ f .
Next, we need to analyse properties of the lower bound influence propagation
function f . The first property of f is monotone.
Lemma 2. The lower bound function f , under MIA model, for the objective
function f of IMCPP is monotone.
Proof. For the influence propagation function within the community Sk, σ
M (Sk),
we know that when adding a seed node i to this community Sk, the conditional
expected marginal gain produced by i to the community Sk can be denoted as:
∆(i|Sk) = E[σM (Sk ∪ {i}) − σM (Sk)]. Obviously, ∆(i|Sk) ≥ 0, so σM (Sk) is
monotone nondecreasing. As f =
∑m
k=1 σ
M (Sk), f is also monotone.
We also find that f satisfies submodularity, which is very helpful to solve
the problem, that is
Theorem 3. The lower bound function f , under MIA model, for the objective
function f of IMCPP is submodular.
Proof. Assume there are two communities Sa and Sb, and Sa ⊂ Sb, so we have to
prove that for any node q /∈ Sb, σM (Sa∪{q})−σM (Sa) ≥ σM (Sb∪{q})−σM (Sb),
this is the condition that a function is submodular.
Given a community Sk, for simplicity, we denote ap(v, {u},MIIASk(v, θ))
by apSk(u, v), which implies the probability that node v receives influence from
node u through nodes within MIIASk(v, θ). Thus, for community Sa, we have
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σM (Sa ∪ {q})− σM (Sa) =∑
v∈Sa
apSa∪{q}(q, v)+
∑
u∈Sa
apSa∪{q}(u, q)+
∑
u,v∈Sa:u 6=v
{apSa∪{q}(u, v)−apSa(u, v)}
where it is the sum of the probabilities that the path must pass q at least one
time in community (Sa ∪ {q}). Then, similarly, for community Sb, we have
σM (Sb ∪ {q})− σM (Sb) =∑
v∈Sb
apSb∪{q}(q, v)+
∑
u∈Sb
apSb∪{q}(u, q)+
∑
u,v∈Sb:u6=v
{apSb∪{q}(u, v)−apSb(u, v)}
Figure 4: An example in MIA model
Then, we can get that
∑
v∈Sa apSa∪{q}(q, v) ≥
∑
v∈Sb apSb∪{q}(q, v) and∑
u∈Sa apSa∪{q}(u, q) ≥
∑
u∈Sb apSb∪{q}(u, q), because {Sa ∪ {q}} is also the
subset of {Sb∪{q}}. The addition of a new node q to a community will make the
structure of the community more complex. In in-arborescence (MIIA) and out-
arborescence (MIOA), a longer path from node u to v will make the influence
propagation smaller as the influence propagation probability on the edges range
from 0 to 1. We can observe it from an tiny in-arborescence social network
example in Fig.4. So it also follows that apSa∪{q}(u, v)−apSa(u, v) ≥ apSb∪{q}(u,
v) − apSb(u, v) definitely. Then we can get the inequality σM (Sa ∪ {q}) −
σM (Sa) ≥ σM (Sb∪{q}−σM (Sb). Therefore, the influence propagation function
σM (·) within each community is submodular under MIA model. As the objective
function is defined as f(S1, S2, . . . , Sm) =
∑m
i=1 σ
M (Si). Therefore, the sum
influence propagation function f in a social network for the community partition
problem under MIA model is also submodular.
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5. Solution for Upper Bound and Lower Bound
In this section, we will show how to solve the upper bound and lower bound
of IMCPP problem step by step. In order to simplify subsequent analysis, we
need to reformulate our IMCPP problem.
5.1. Reformulation of the IMCPP
First, we need to introduce some basic definitions about matroid and matroid
polytopes which will be used later.
Definition 2 (Matriod polytopes). Given a matroid M = (X, I), the matroid
polytope P (M) is the convex hull of the indicators of the bases ofM and defined
as:
P (M) = conv{~1I : I ∈ I}.
I is a family of subsets of ground set X (called independent sets).
The matroid polytopes P (M) is down-monotone because it satisfies the
property that for any 0 ≤ x ≤ y, y ∈ P ⇒ x ∈ P .
Then, we generalize the IMCPP problem to a matroid constraint, which is
easier to be solved. Here, we define a new ground set U = M × V , where M
is the community set and V is the node set of the given graph. Let A ⊆ U be
a feasible solution, namely a feasible community partition combination. Here,
(i, j) ∈ A means that we partition the node j to community i. As we can not
partition the same node to more than one community, thus, a feasible solution
satisfies the following constraint, that is
∀j ∈ V, |{i|(i, j) ∈ A}| ≤ 1
Then the influence function of a partition A can be denoted as:
f(A) =
∑
i∈M
σ({j|(i, j) ∈ A})
Thus, the IMCPP can be written as follows:
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max
A⊆U
f(A)
s.t. ∀j ∈ V, |{i|(i, j) ∈ A}| ≤ 1
(1)
Therefore, let us define a partition matroid M = (U, I) as follows:
I = {X ⊆ U : |X ∩ (M × {j})| ≤ 1 for j ∈ V }
Then the IMCPP problem is equivalent to maximize {f(A) : A ∈ I}. Any set
A ∈ I is called independent set. Similarly, to upper bound and lower bound, it
is equivalent to maximize {f¯(A) : A ∈ I} and {f(A) : A ∈ I}
5.2. Relaxation of Upper Bound f¯
In this section, we give a continuous relaxation for the upper bound of op-
timization problem shown as Equation 1. First, we need to introduce a contin-
uous extension for an arbitrary set function: Lova´sz extension. It was defined
by Lova´sz in [27] first.
Definition 3 (Lova´sz extension). For a function h: 2X → R, ~x ∈ RX . Assume
that the elements in ground set X = {v1, v2, · · · , vn} are sorted from maximum
to minimum such that x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn. Let Si = {v1, · · · , vi},∀vi ∈ X. The
Lova´sz Extension hL(~x) : [0, 1]X → R of h at ~x is defined as:
hL(~x) =
n−1∑
i=1
(xi − xi+1)h(Si) + xnh(Sn)
Then we describe the process of relaxing f¯ . We introduce a decision variable
xij ∈ [0, 1] for all (i, j) ∈ M × V where xij is the probability that node j is
allocated to community i. Thus,∑
i∈M
xij ≤ 1, j ∈ V
The domain of the relaxed problem can be denoted as:
P (M) = {~x ∈ [0, 1]m×n : ∀j ∈ V,
∑
i∈M
xij ≤ 1} (2)
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We use Lova´sz extension f¯L(~x) to relax the influence function f¯ as following:
f¯L(~x) = Eλ∼[0,1][f¯({(i, j) ∈ U : xij>λ})] (3)
where λ is uniformly random in [0, 1]. The problem of maximizing relaxation of
the upper bound can be expressed as follows:
max
~x
f¯L(~x)
s.t. ~x ∈ P (M)
(4)
So we transfer our goal to maximize the Lova´sz extension f¯L(~x) of influence
function f¯ over a matroid polytope P (M). A set function h : 2X → R is
submodular (or supermodular) if and only if it’s Lova´sz extensions h¯L is convex
(or concave).
Theorem 4. The relaxation f¯L(~x) of the upper bound f¯ , shown as Equation 3,
is monotone and concave.
Proof. From Theorem 1, we know that the upper bound influence propagation
function f¯ is monotone and supermodular. Based on above above conclusion,
we have its Lova´sz extensions f¯L(~x) is monotone and concave.
In [25], they already show the detail process of computing the derivative of
fˆ(~x), they sort vector ~x = (x11, · · · , x1n, · · · , xi1, · · · , xin, · · · , xm1, · · · , xmn) as
~x′ = (x′11, · · · , x′1n, · · · , x′i1, · · · , x′in, · · · , x′m1, · · · , x′mn). It satisfies x′ij ≥ x′lk if
i < l or i = l ∧ j < k. They denote Ω(xij) = x′lk and Ω−1(x′lk) = xij , which
means that the element xij in vector ~x corresponds to the element x
′
lk in sorted
vector ~x′. Let Γ(xij) = (i, j) and we have
S′lk = {Γ(Ω−1(x′11)), · · · ,Γ(Ω−1(x′1n)), · · · ,Γ(Ω−1(x′l1)), · · · ,Γ(Ω−1(x′lk))}
The partial derivative for xi of the Lova´sz extensions h
L(~x) of a set function h
is ∂hL(~x)/∂xi = h(Si)− h(Si−1) where x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · ·xn and Si = {1, 2, · · · , i}.
Then they get the derivative of f¯L, that is
∂f¯L(~x)
∂xij
= f¯(S′lk)− f¯(S′l(k−1)) (5)
where Ω(xij) = x
′
lk.
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5.3. Relaxation of Lower Bound f
In this section, we give a continuous relaxation for the lower bound of opti-
mization problem shown as Equation 1. First, we need to introduce a continuous
extension for a monotone submodular set function: Multilinear extension. It
was defined in [28].
Definition 4 (Multilinear Extension). For a monotone submodular function
h: 2X → R, ~x ∈ RX . The Multilinear Extension of h is the function hc: For
~x ∈ [0, 1]X → R, let ~x be a random vector in {0, 1}X where each coordinate is
independently rounded to 1 with probability xi or 0 otherwise.
hc(~x) = ET∼~x[h(~x)] =
∑
T⊆X
h(T )
∏
i∈T
(xi)
∏
i∈X\T
(1− xi)
The process of relaxing f(~x) is the same as relaxing f¯(~x). We also introduce
a decision variable xij ∈ [0, 1] for all (i, j) ∈M × V , the feasible domain of the
relaxed problem is also the same as it in f¯ , shown as Equation 2.
We use multilinear extension f c(~x) to relax the lower bound influence func-
tion f(~x) as following:
f c(~x) = EA∼x[f(A)] =
∑
i∈M
EA∼x[σMi ({j|(i, j) ∈ A})] (6)
The problem of maximizing relaxation of the lower bound can be expressed as
follows:
max
~x
f c(~x)
s.t. ~x ∈ P (M)
(7)
So we transfer our goal to maximize the multilinear extension f c(~x) of in-
fluence function f over a matroid polytope P (M). In [29], Vondra´k et al. has
an conclusion: Let hc : [0, 1]X → R be the multilinear extension of h, then: (1)
If h is nondecreasing, then hc is nondecreasing along any direction d ≥ 0; (2) If
h is submodular then hc is concave along any line d ≥ 0.
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Theorem 5. The relaxation f c(~x) of the lower bound f , shown as Equation 6,
is monotone and concave.
Proof. From Lemma 2 and Theorem 3, we know that the lower bound influence
propagation function f is monotone and submodular. Based on above Vondra´k
et al.’s conclusion, we have its multilinear extensions f c(~x) is monotone and
concave.
Next, we compute the derivative of hc. From [29], we know that the par-
tial derivative for xi of the multilinear extensions h
c(~x) of a set function h is
∂hc(~x)/∂xi = E[h(R ∪ {i})] − E[h(R)] where R be the random subset of X\i
and each element j ∈ X\i is included with probability xj . Then we can get the
derivative of f c(~x), that is :
∂fc(~x)
∂xij
= E[f(R ∪ (i, j))]− E[f(R)] (8)
where R is a random subset of M × V \(i, j) sampled from ~x.
5.4. The Continuous Greedy Process
Based on the monotone and concave property of f¯L(~x) and f c(~x), we can
design a continuous greedy process and produce a set ~x ∈ P (M) which ap-
proximates the optimum solution OPTL = max{f¯L(~x) : ~x ∈ P (M)} and
OPT c = max{f c(~x) : ~x ∈ P (M)} separately. The vector moves in direc-
tion constrained by P (M) until it achieves a local maximum gain. Through
observing Equation 5 and Equation 8, we can get that the derivative of f¯L(~x)
for xij just equals the marginal gain of influence propagation when partitioning
node j to community i as Ω(xij) = x
′
lk; the derivative of f
c(~x) for xij equals
the marginal gain of influence propagation when partitioning node j to random
community R sampled from M × V \(i, j). The derivative of f¯L(~x) and f c(~x)
have the same meaning. The optimization framework, continuous greedy pro-
cess, has uniform format to the relaxation of upper bound and lower bound,
except the derivative definition.
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Algorithm 1 Continuous Greedy Algorithm
Input: Graph G, M = (U, I), h : [0, 1]m×n → R
Output: ~x(1)
1: Initialize ~x(0) = ~0
2: for each t ∈ [0, 1] do
3: For each (i, j) ∈M × V , calculate wij(t) = ∂h(~x(t))/∂xij
4: ~vmax(~x(t)) = arg max
~v∈P
(~v · ~w(t))
5: Increase ~x(t) at a rate of ~vmax(~x(t))
6: end for
7: return ~x(1)
Let ~x start from ~x(0) = ~0 and follow a certain flow over a unit time interval.
At time step t, we define
d~x(t)
dt
= ~vmax(~x(t)),
To upper bound, we set ~vmax(~x(t)) as
~vmax(~x(t)) = arg max
v∈P
(v · ∇f¯L(~x(t))) (9)
To lower bound, we set ~vmax(~x(t)) as
~vmax(~x(t)) = arg max
v∈P
(v · ∇f c(~x(t))) (10)
where ~vmax(~x) denotes that when an element j is added to community i at
time t, the direction in which the rate of change of the tangent line of function
f¯L(~x(t)) (f c(~x(t))) is greatest. Based on the Equation 5 and Equation 8, we
know that this can bring the greatest gain for the influence propagation function
f¯ and f . At any time step t ∈ [0, 1], we have
~x(t) =
∫ t
0
d~x(τ)
dτ
dτ =
∫ t
0
~vmax(~x(τ))dτ (11)
Next, we propose the continuous greedy algorithm, which can be used to solve
the problem of maximizing the upper bound or lower bound respectively, which
is shown in Algorithm 1.
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In this algorithm, t ranges from 0 to 1. For each time step, we need to calcu-
late the value of wij(t) which is the gradient of f¯
L(~x) for the upper bound prob-
lem or f c(~x(t)) for the lower bound problem. The step 4 shows that ~vmax(~x(t))
always equals the vector ~v ∈ P such that maximizing ~v · ~w(t) in every iteration.
It also means that we find the maximum marginal gain of f¯L(~x) (f c(~x(t))) if
updating ~x(t) along with direction ~vmax(~x(t)). Then ~x(t) increases at the rate
of ~vmax(~x(t)) obtained in step 4. After the for loop, we get the value of ~x(1)
which is a convex combination of independent sets.
For the upper bound relaxation f¯L(~x), we obtain vector ~x′(t) by sorting vec-
tor ~x(t) from maximum to minimum, then obtain gradient vector ~w(t) according
to Equation 5. But for f c(~x(t)), we need to estimate wij(t) = E[f(R ∪ (i, j))−
f(R)] for each (i, j) ∈M ×V by taking a large number of independent samples.
For f c(~x(t)), we need to simplify the graph G(V,E) of a social network based
on the MIA model at first.
After that, we have obtained a fractional vector returned by the continuous
greedy process. Then, we take the fractional solution ~x(1) of f¯L and apply
randomized rounding techniques: partitioning node j to community i with the
probability xij(1) independently and guaranteeing that each node can just be-
long to one community at most, i.e. setting xij = 1 and xkj = 0 for k 6= i with
the probability xij(1) exclusively. For f
c, we use pipage rounding introduced
by A.A.Ageev et al. [30] to convert the fractional vector to integer solution.
5.5. Discrete Implementation
Actually, the continous greedy algorithm solves our objective function by
calculating the integral, shown as Equation 11. But it is hard to implement
usually. So in this section, we discretize the continuous greedy algorithm. Given
the time step ∆t, the discrete version is shown as follows:
1. Start with t = 0 and ~x(0) = ~0.
2. Obtain ~w(t).
3. Let I∗(t) be the maximum-weight independent set in I according to ~w(t).
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4. ~x(t+ ∆t)← ~x(t) +~1I∗(t) ·∆t.
5. Increment t = t+ ∆t; if t < 1, go back to step 2; Otherwise, return ~x(1).
where ~w(t) denotes the gradient of f¯L(~x) for the upper bound problem or
f c(~x(t)) for the lower bound problem. Because vmax(~x(t)) ∈ P and ~w(t) is
non-negative, ~vmax(~x(t)) corresponds to a base of matroid M. In other words,
we find a I∗(t) ∈ I such that
I∗(t) ∈ arg max
I(t)∈I
(w(t) ·~1I(t))
where I∗(t) is the maximum-weight independent set at time step t, which can
be obtained by hill-climbing strategy. Then, t increases discretely by ∆t in each
step. Until getting the vector ~x(1), the algorithm terminates.
After we obtain the fraction solution ~x(1) returned by discretized continuous
greedy process, we still have to convert it to integer solution with randomized
rounding for f¯L(~x) and pipage rounding for f c(~x), respectively.
5.6. Theoretical Guarantee for Upper Bound and Lower Bound
In this section, we show that the returned vector by Algorithm 1 is an
approximate solution for the upper bound problem in Equation 1 and the lower
bound problems in Equation 7.
In [25], they prove the approximation ratio and the algorithm complexity
for f¯L(~x). The conclusions are shown by Theorem 6 and Theorem 7.
Theorem 6. Algorithm 1 returns a (1− 1e )-approximation (in expectation) for
the upper bound problem, shown as Equation 4.
Theorem 7. The complexity of discretized continuous greedy for f¯L(~x) is upper
bounded by O((log(mn) +mn|E|r)/∆t).
Then, we can get the results of f c(~x), shown by the following theorems,
which can be inferred from [28] directly.
Theorem 8. When f c(~x) is the multilinear extension of the lower bound influ-
ence propagation f for IMCPP, ~x(1) returned by Algorithm 1 satisfies: ~x(1) ∈ P
and f c(~x(1)) ≥ (1− 1e ) ·OPT c
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In the second stage of Algorithm 1, we use pipage rounding to convert the
fractional solution to integer solution. As we know that the relationship between
the result of pipage rounding P (f c(~x)) and the continuous solution f c(~x) over
a matroid constraint is P (f c(~x)) ≥ f c(~x) [28]. So the final result of Algorithm
1 we present compared with the optimal solution is P (f c(~x)) ≥ (1− 1e ) ·OPT c.
Thus, we have
Theorem 9. Algorithm 1 returns a (1− 1e )-approximation (in expectation) for
the lower bound problem, Equation 7.
Here we will discuss the complexity of the proposed algorithm. The com-
plexity is relatively high for large scale social networks.
Theorem 10. The complexity of discretized continuous greedy for f c is upper
bounded by O((log(C) + n|E|r)/∆t).
Proof. First, at step (2), we take C samples to estimate wij(t), the complexity
is O(C). Then, we estimate the objective function f(·) by Monte Carlo sim-
ulations, the running time of f({v}) given a node v is O(|E|r) where r is the
number of Monte Carlo simulations. The average number of node is n, thus,
the total running time of step (2) is O(C + n|E|r).
The running time of Discretized continuous greedy is determined by its step
(2), so we have its time complexity O((log(C) + n|E|r)/∆t).
6. Sandwich Approximation Framework
In the Sandwich approximation framework, we need to obtain a high-quality
solution to the original problem f first. We propose a simple greedy algorithm
as a heuristic solution for IMCPP.
6.1. Simple Greedy Algorithm
At each step, it selects node and community pair (i, j) from M×V such that
partitioning node j to community i obtains the maximum increase to the overall
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Algorithm 2 Simple Greedy Algorithm
Input: Graph G, Number of community m, Objective function f ,
Output: A ∈ I
1: Initialize A← ∅
2: while true do
3: I ← {(i, j)|S ∪ (i, j) ∈ I}
4: if I = ∅ then
5: break
6: end if
7: (i∗, j∗)← arg max(i,j)∈I f(A ∪ (i, j))− f(A)
8: A← A ∪ (i∗, j∗)
9: end while
10: return A
influence. We repeat this until all the nodes are partitioned to communities.
The pseudocode of simple greedy algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
It is obvious that the simple Greedy partition node j to community i that
maximize (f(A∪ (i, j))− f(A)) which has an unbounded approximation factor.
Therefore, the Greedy algorithm is not a very good choice to solve IMCPP,
however, we are able to revise it with a sandwich approximation to get avoid
extreme bad happening and get a valid approximation factor.
6.2. Sandwich Approximation
Although the original objective function f(·) for IMCPP is non-submodular
and non-supermodular, we have obtained a supermodular upper bound f¯(·) and
a submodular lower bound f(·) such that f(·) ≤ f(·) ≤ f¯(·). Then we apply
the sandwich framework to design Algorithm 3.
The solution returned by the Sandwich approximation framework in Algo-
rithm 3 has a data-dependent approximation factor, which is presented in the
following theorem, that is
Theorem 11. Let S∗ be the community partition result returned by Algorithm
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Algorithm 3 Sandwich Approximation Framework
Input: Graph G
Output: Community partition S∗
1: Let SU be (1−1/e)-approximation by continuous greedy to the upper bound
f¯ .
2: Let SL be (1−1/e)-approximation by continuous greedy to the lower bound
f .
3: Let SA be a solution by greedy to the original problem f .
4: S∗ = arg maxS0∈{SU ,SL,SA} f(S0).
5: return S∗.
3 and S∗A is the optimal solution maximizing the IMCPP, then we have
f(S∗) ≥ max
{
f(SU )
f¯(SU )
,
f(S∗L)
f(S∗A)
}
(1− 1
e
)f(S∗A)
Proof. Let S∗U , S
∗
L and S
∗
A be the optimal solution to maximizing f¯ and f , f
for IMCPP. Then, we have
f(SU ) =
f(SU )
f¯(SU )
f¯(SU ) ≥ f(SU )
f¯(SU )
(1− 1
e
)f¯(S∗U )
≥ f(SU )
f¯(SU )
(1− 1
e
)f¯(S∗A) ≥
f(SU )
f¯(SU )
(1− 1
e
)f(S∗A)
We observe the lower bound, we can get the following equation:
f(SL) ≥ f(SL) ≥ (1− 1
e
)f(S∗L) =
f(S∗L)
f(S∗A)
(1− 1
e
)f(S∗A)
Therefore, let S∗ = argmaxS0∈{SU ,SL,SA}f(S0), then
f(S∗) = max{f(SU ), f(SL), f(SA)}
≥ max{f(SU ), f(SA)}
= max
{
f(SU )
f¯(SU )
,
f(S∗L)
f(S∗A)
}
(1− 1
e
)f(S∗A)
The theorem is proven.
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Table 1: Statistics of two datasets.
Dateset Nodes Edges Type
Dataset 1 379 914 directed
Dataset 2 914 2914 directed
7. Experiments
7.1. Experiment Setup
Datasets: We use two datasets which are from networkrepository.com to do
the simulation, this website is an online network repository including different
kinds of networks. Dataset 1 is a co-authorship network about scientists in the
field of network theory and experiment. Dataset 2 is a Wiki-vote network, i.e.
the Wikipedia who-votes-on-whom network. This dataset represents the voting
relationship among users. The details of the two datasets are mentioned in the
Table 1.
Influence Model: This experiment is based on IC and LT model, the
propagation probability of each directed edge e is assigned as p(e) = 1/d(i),
where d(i) denotes the in-degree of a node i. This setting method of p(e) is
widely used in previous literatures[31]. In LT model, we need to generate a
random number between 0 and 1 as a threshold which a node becomes active.
Parameter Setting: For the upper bound and lower bound, we set the
time step ∆t = 0.05 in the continuous process. In the lower bound, θ is set as
0.1, so we eliminate maximum influence paths that the influence probabilities
are less than 0.1. To estimate wij(t) in the lower bound, we take 100 samples
each time. To estimate the influence propagation function, the number of Monte
Carlo simulation is set as 500 in all experiments.
Comparison Methods: To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed al-
gorithm, we compare the discrete continuous greedy algorithm with a random
method, the Spit algorithm for Maximum K-Community Partition (SAMKCP)
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algorithm and Merge algorithm for Maximum K-Community Partition (MAM
KCP) which are described in [23].
Random: It randomly partitions nodes to communities, which is a classical
baseline algorithm.
SAMKCP: All the nodes belong to one community at first, then they spits
on one of the communities recursively, which is a heuristic algorithm.
MAMKCP: Each node belongs to a community, then pairs of communities
are merged recursively as a new community, which is also a heuristic algorithm.
7.2. Result Analysis
To estimate the influence propagation, we extract sub-graph firstly at each
step of the experiment, the process is mentioned in [25]. Then do simulations
in the next steps.
Figure 5: Comparative results on dataset 1
Figure 6: Comparative results on dataset 2
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Varying the value of m on dataset 1 with different methods: The
results in Figure 5 are done on dataset 1, we show the changing of influence
propagation with the varying of the number of community partitioning m with
different methods. We can see that our sandwich method is clearly superior
other three method except in the case where m = 1, which is because that we
do not need to partition community. From Figure 5, it is observed that the
expected influence propagation of sandwich approximation framework lies in
between its upper bound and lower bound for the dataset 1. In addition, we
can see that the influence propagation of upper bound and lower bound is very
close to the influence propagation of sandwich method, which shows that the
upper bound and lower bound we found is good.
Varying the value of m on dataset 2 with different methods: The
results in Figure 6 are done on a larger dataset 2. The experiment results are
shown in Figure 6, which have the same changing trend of the bar chart with
the results on dataset 1 in Figure 5 when the methods are different. This further
verifies the correctness and validity of our sandwich method.
We can also see a regular from Figure 5 and Figure 6 that the influence
propagation decreases with the increase of m from 1 to 3, which is because
that when a social network is partitioned into more communities, it reduces
the influence propagation leaks out between the two parts. The result of our
method is better than SAMKCP and MAMKCP, which shows that SAMKCP
and MAMKCP have a lower computational complexity but also have some loss
in performance.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, to address the community partition problem based on the
influence maximization, we develop a lower bound and an upper bound of the
objective function, and observe several useful properties of the lower bound
and the upper bound. We design several algorithms to solve the problem, that
carries a data dependent approximation ratio. Simulation results on real social
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networks datasets demonstrate the correctness and superiority of our algorithms.
In future, we will do some research about applications based on commu-
nity detection in social networks, such as community-based rumour blocking,
community-based active friending, identifying the most influential nodes in so-
cial networks, which are worth studying topics.
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